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Abstract:
Inflows regulate galaxy evolution by providing replenishment for star formation gas reservoirs, but it is unclear whether or how
the clouds traverse the halo without evaporating from ram-pressure stripping and Kelvin-Helmholtz and Rayleigh-Tailor
instabilities. Plummeting towards the Galactic disk, high-velocity cloud Complex A represents fresh infall through the Galactic
halo. This elongated and fragmented complex provides us with the opportunity to study these interactions at a range of
heights above the Galactic plane (z = 3?7 kpc). Existing GBT observations show modulations in the velocity gradient of the
leading stream of Complex A that may reveal that the skin surrounding the HI cores is being stripped from and trails the
fragmented cores. Through H&#945; maps of the entire complex, we have also found that an ionized skin envelopes these
dense HI cores. We propose new GBT observations of Complex A for identifying morphological and kinematic halo-gas
interaction signatures along the entire length of the complex. We will combine these observations with hydrodynamical
modeling to assess the effectiveness of ram-pressure stripping and instabilities in disturbing material accreting onto L*
galaxies. The proposed and archival GBT observations will yield a complete survey of Complex A.
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GBT Resources
Name Group Frontend & Backend Setup

L-Band 21cm GBT Group Rest frequencies : 1.4204058 GHz
Bandwidth : 12.5 MHz
Number of Spectral Windows: 1
Sampling level: 9
Polarization : 2
Spectral resolution: 0.75 kHz

L-Band (1.15-1.73 GHz)
GBT Spectrometer - spectral
line mode

Sources:
Name Position GroupVelocity

HVC AVI

Equatorial

01:10:00.0 HVC A

Coordinate System
Equinox

Right Ascension

J2000
09:46:00.0

Declination +56:30:00.0
07:30:00.0

Convention Radio

Ref. Frame LSRK

0.00Velocity

NoCalibrator

Sessions:
Name Session Time

(hours)
Repeat Separation LST minimum LST maximum Elevation

Minimum
HVC AVI 4.00 18 4 day 06:36:00 12:56:00 20

Session Constraints:
Name Constraints Comments

Session Source/Resource Pairs:
Session Name Source Resource

HVC AVI HVC AVI L-Band 21cm

Present for observation: yes Staff support: Consultation Plan of Dissertation: no
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Does infalling gas survive the Galactic halo? 
A case study of Complex A

Kat Barger - U. of Notre Dame (PI), David Nidever - U. of Michigan (Co-I), Bart Wakker - U. 
of Wisconsin-Madison (Co-I), Joss  Bland-Hawthorn - U. of Sydney (Co-I), Robert Benjamin 
- U. of Wisconsin-Whitewater (Co-I), and Nicolas Lehner - U. of Notre Dame (Co-I)

Galaxies rely on a steady inflow of new material to replenish their gas reservoirs to 
sustain star formation over long periods of time. For instance, the Milky Way has a short 
gas-consumption time of only 1–2 Gyrs (Larson et al. 1980). Surrounding the Milky Way 
is  a population of high-velocity clouds (HVC) at distances of 5–15 kpc from the Sun 
(e.g., Lehner et al. 2012). These clouds cover roughly 50% of the sky in both neutral 
and ionized gas (Murphy et. al 1995; Lehner & Howk 2011). The neutral HVCs could 
supply the Milky Way with ~0.2–0.4 M⊙ of replenishment each year (Wakker et al. 
2008), but it is  unclear if the gas will reach the Galactic disk before evaporating into the 
halo. 

Heitsch & Putman (2009) and Bland-Hawthorn et al. (2007) determined that HVCs with 
HI masses < 104.5 M⊙ will become fully ionized through Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities 
within ~100 Myr. However, recent higher resolution hydrodynamical simulations, lead by 
Co-I Bland-Hawthorn, find that clouds of <107 M⊙ can survive in the presence of wind 
once the shocks are properly resolved. This work reveals that the clouds are able to 
cool themselves and conserve a sufficient momentum to stay together during infall with 
and without accompanying dark matter halos. To test these models, high spatial and 
velocity resolution observations of clouds falling through the Galactic halo are needed.

Currently, a complete dataset of high resolution HI observations exists for only one of 
the major halo gas complexes: the Smith Cloud. This ~106 M⊙ gas cloud is plowing 
through the Galactic disk and is emerging shredded on the other side (Lockman 2012). 
The survival of this  cloud through the disk suggests that clouds are much more hardy 
than predicted by the halo-gas simulations of Heitsch & Putman (2009) and Bland-
Hawthorn et al. (2007). Determining the durability of these clouds requires additional 
observations of other complexes, which will guide our follow up halo-gas simulations.

Plummeting towards the Galactic disk, Complex A is traversing the Galactic halo. This 
large complex spans over 4 kpc in length and has a total gas mass of a few 106 M⊙ 
(Barger et al., 2012). Drag forces have warped this  cloud’s morphological structure (see 
Figure 1). As the cloud descends through the hot halo medium, some of the leading gas 
will shear off and trail behind. This  trailing material can then shock the downstream gas. 
The complex becomes fragmented, elongated, and encased in an ionized skin. This 
scenario—informed by the hydrodynamical modeling of Co-I Bland-Hawthorn—seems 
to reproduced the present day morphology of Complex A. However, these same 
simulations also result in clouds that disperse far too rapidly to be consistent with the 
location of Complex A in the lower halo.  
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The properties of Complex A combined with the existing observations of this cloud make 
it an ideal specimen for studying how the hot halo influences infalling material. 

1. The advantageous position of this HVC in the Galactic halo (z = 3–7 kpc) probes 
these interactions and halo properties (i.e., density, pressure, & temperature) 
vary with height. The distance to this complex is known better than any other 
major complex (d = 6–10 kpc: Wakker et al. 1996; Ryans et al. 1997; van 
Woerden et al. 1999; Wakker et al. 2003; Barger et al., 2012; Lehner et al., 
2012). 

2. Complex A has metallicity of a tenth solar, which it indicates has an extragalactic 
origin (Kunth et al. 1994, Schwarz et al. 1995, Wakker et al. 1996, van Woerden 
et al. 1999, Wakker et al. 2001). This cloud will supply fresh material for star 
formation gas in the Milky Way, if it can survive the journey through the halo. 

3. We have already mapped the Hα emission of the entire complex. We found that 
the an ionized skin encompasses dense neutral cores with a mass that is 
comparable to the neutral component (~106 M⊙; Barger et al., 2012). Our 
analysis of these observations suggest that the halo-gas interactions are 
influencing this  structure, but they are insufficient to constrain the extent of that 
influence.
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Fig. 1.(left)—Coverage of proposed and existing GBT observations of Complex A overlaid on a 
Leiden/Argentine/Bonn (LAB) Survey HI column density  map (Hartmann & Burton 1997). These 
observations are spaced one beam width apart at 36” angular resolution. The shaded regions 
are colored by the program’s principal investigator: purple–Barger (proposed), blue–Lockman, 
red–Verschuur & Nidever, yellow–Chynoweth. These existing observations are public.
Fig. 1.(right)—The integrated GBT (Verschuur & Nidever 2013, in preparation) HI column 
density  of core A0 from -220 < vLSR < -120 km s-1. The GBT observations resolve the 
morphology of the outer skin of the neutral cores at the interface of the cloud and the halo.
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4. High spatial resolution GBT 
mapped HI observations already 
exist for all but the trailing region 
of the Complex A gas stream 
(see Figure 1). Understanding 
the trailing portion is key for 
disentangling the fate of this 
cloud and for deciphering how 
halo-gas interactions influence 
infalling gas. We only need to 
observe a fraction of the cloud 
to complete the HI census of the 
diffuse neutral gas in this 
complex at high spatial and 
velocity resolution.

Often metal-line observations  are used 
to study the evaporation of inflowing 
gas as different processes produce 
lines  at different relative strengths. 
Unfortunately, metal emission lines are unavailable due to the low metallicity of the 
complex and background targets for absorption-line observations are sparse. 
Fortunately, high spatial and velocity resolved HI observations have demonstrated to be 
an effective method for identifying halo-gas signatures.

Using GBT HI observations  of the leading cloudlet of Complex A, we have found strong 
modulations in the velocity gradient of the low column density gas connecting the 
denser HI cores (see Figure 2; Verschuur & Nidever 2013, in preparation). As this 
stream travels through the hot halo, the skin of the dense cores shear against the 
ambient medium, causing the skin to become ionized and to lag behind. The strength of 
the velocity gradients  measures the strength of this  ram-pressure stripping. These 
velocity-gradient modulations might be related to the strength of the Kelvin-Helmholtz 
instabilities, which would encourage the cloud to evaporate into the halo. 

The trailing gas of the Complex A stream (at highest latitudes in Figure 1) is the most 
sensitive to the dispersion rate of the cloud and to the interaction physics. By measuring 
the extent, morphology, and total (HI+Hα) column density and velocity gradients along 
the trailing gas, we can assess the strength of the ram-pressure stripping and of the 
Kelvin-Helmholtz and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities (Benjamin & Danly 1997). Clouds with 
more mass  per surface area are less affected by drag (Benjamin 1999). Strong 
gradients imply strong ram-pressure stripping, which suggest a rapid evaporation into 
the halo. The combination of HI and Hα emission indicates  the speed of the 
evaporation. From the observations  of the low column density trailing gas, we can 
estimate how much gas has been lost from ram-pressure stripping independent of 
modeling.
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being 5x1019 cm-2 and purple being 1018 cm-2. 
(Verschuur & Nidever 2013, in preparation).



High spatial- and velocity-resolution HI GBT maps  exist for all but the trailing stream gas 
of Complex A (see Figure 1). However, the trailing stream is crucial for understanding 
the evaporation of the complex. Although there are already Leiden/Argentine/Bonn 
(LAB) Survey HI observations of this region, the factor of four beam size dilutes the 
diffuse gas surrounding the dense HI cores and blends the faint emission with the bright 
cores, which washes out interaction signatures (see Figure 1). We propose new Nyquist 
sampled GBT observations to provide a complete survey of this complex, which would 
make this only the second of the major complexes to be observed at such a high 
resolution.

We ask for 170 deg2 of on-the-fly (OTF) HI mapping observations of the trailing stream 
gas of Complex A to investigate if infalling gas can survive the journey through hot halos 
to replenishes L* galaxies. These OTF mappings will use in-band frequency switching 
with 12.5 MHz bandwith, 16384 channels, and 3.7 arcmin spatial sampling. With 4 
second exposure time at each pointing, these observations require 56.8 hours of 
observations with an additional 5.7 hours  for overhead, totaling 62 hours. Verschuur & 
Nidever found this  setup worked well for detecting the faint features between the 
Complex A cores at a sensitivity of TRMS = 70 mK per 1km/s bin. These proposed 
observations and archival datasets will allow us probe halo-gas interactions and halo 
properties at a range of scale heights above the Galactic plane (z = 3–7 kpc; Barger et 
al., 2012).

With the proposed observations of the stream tail and the existing archival observations 
of Complex A, we will conduct a detailed study of the morphology and kinematics of the 
entire complex. Having higher spatial and velocity resolutions of the trailing components 
of the complex is  critical for understanding how or if these clouds survive their decent 
through the Galactic halo as the tail provides information on how rapidly the stream is 
dispersing. We will combine these observations with hydrodynamical modeling to 
assess the effectiveness of ram-pressure stripping and Kelvin-Helmholtz and Rayleigh-
Taylor instabilities in disturbing infalling gas. This study will allow us to better understand 
how the gas reservoirs of L* galaxies are replenished. 
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